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Cell Phone, Cordless Phone & Bluetooth Shields 
These EMF (Electro-Magnetic Field) Shields can be attached to all cell and cordless phones, 
blow dryers, and on the backside of watches. The shields contain 200+ encoded balancing 
frequencies that transform heavy mobile phone radio-microwave transmissions into a subtle 
harmonious energy.  Safe Connect Plus’s EMF Resonance Shields help neutralize stress when 
phones are held to the head and anywhere else on the body.  What was harmful is now 
reformatted to strengthen the body.  
 
The Bluetooth Shield is proportional to a Bluetooth headset. It is just as effective. These shields 
never deplete, thus never need to be replaced. Safe Connect Plus’s EMF Shields have been 
clinically tested and approved using Live Blood Cell Analysis, Thermography, Electro-Dermal 
Screening, and professional testing with Applied Kinesiology/Muscle Response Testing with 
trained physicians.  
 
Once attached, the shields don’t effect the operation to the phone, watch, blow dryer or small 
appliances.  
 
Body Shields for Adults and Youth   
Safe Connect Plus’s Body Shield (200+ Encoded Balancing Frequencies) is worn around the 
neck with an adjustable cord.  A small addition to the cord is the button shield that sits directly on 
the spine. This direct contact with the central nervous system yields greater results. Many 
individuals experience a sense of wellbeing, balance, relaxation, and new circulation where there 
had been constriction from stress. Some individuals experienced tingling or even a temporary 
sense of lightheadedness or euphoria due to the removal of built-up static electricity (EMFs) in 
their nervous system.  
 
A common response is a sense of having more energy, better sleep, less general pain and 
mental clarity. Occasionally, a person who is very toxic when wearing the shield may experience 
the elimination of toxic waste from their body. Results may vary.  
 
Laptop and Microwave Shield  
Laptop and Microwave Shields are encoded with 200+ balancing frequencies. Safe Connect 
Plus’s Laptop/Microwave Shields actually transform the hazardous microwave fields from the 
appliance into a powerful balancing field of protection around you.  It is recommended to use an 
additional Safe Connect Plus Home Shield plus the Microwave shield for best results.  When 
applying shields use a Velcro sticker for easy removal. This is convenient when using a laptop or 
for traveling convenience.  Placement for a microwave oven is on the front door or window.  
When mounting Laptop shields place where the least amount of heat emanates because the 
shield will soften with prolong exposure to heat.  
  
Other shield applications when applied to water machines, water’s main pipes and showerheads 
the drinking and bathing water are also encoded. 

Home Shields 
Safe Connect Plus Home Shields soften and reformat the electrical emissions with 200+ encoded 
balancing frequencies for home or office. This thoroughly exposes the electrical current to a 
natural subtle energy field of harmonious waves. Each Home Shield unit carries the same energy 
field as Schumann Resonance. This field is composed of a range of frequencies that are vital to 
our health and keep us safe and “grounded”.   
 
Even though these plug-in units are created with an LED bulb, the bulb will eventually go out, but 
the energetic harmonious field will not stop being emitted – thus they last forever. Just plug it into 
any outlet and it will make that home and office safe from the weakening effects of electrical 
wiring, appliances, computers, vacuum cleaners, etc.  


